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Do you communicate tuith pouer?

Leadership is intertwined with communication. It's a critical skill and it's becoming
more and more important in a world of social media and constant news cycles.

If you want to be an excellent leader, you simply must become an excellent
communicator.
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Dianna Booher is one of my favorites in the area of communication. She's the CEO of
Booher Research and she's authored a staggerrng 47 books, including her latest
Things Done. She works with organizations to help them communicate clearly and

with leaders to expand their influence by a strong executive presence.
I recently spoke to Dianna about her latest work.
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Tip: Ineffective leaders communicate in
one direction, by telling.

Signs of an Ineffective Leader
are some of the signs of an ineffective leader's communications?
ive leaders tend to place great trust

in their own expertise and control. Their

"If it ain't broke, don't fix it." So most of their
unication is one-directional-telling. By contrast, more effective leaders like to
seems to follow the old adage:

ut from several trusted sources. They listen with an open mind and weigh facts
and ideas before rushing to accept or reject these ideas as valid. The majority of their

communication is collaborative.
Ineffective leaders often communicate with vague abstractions so as to avoid offense
and blame on sensitive issues. More effective leaders, however, understand when an
ounce of specificity is worth a ton of abstraction.
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and an ounce of specificity

n." -Dianna Booher

While ineffective leaders may communicate directly and frequently (good habits), they
often focus on controlling processes and people. Consequently, these leaders often
come across as manipulative and uncaring. In addition to direct and frequent
n'.Ynrnulrication, more effective leaders are tactful, compassionate,
and passionate

,,lot, it comes to people.
gh ineffective leaders would probably never see their communication lacking in
y, they focus on detail-the "how" of ajob, doing things right. More effective
s communicate the bigger

picture-the "why" of ajob. And communicating that

to team members tends to inspire them to do their best work on the right things.

've got here

is a failure to communicate."

-

Cool Hand Luke

what to Do about that Micromanasinq Boss
Your book handles the dreaded micromanager. why do people
micromanage? rf you're being micromanaged, what do you do?
Micromanagement stems from several causes: r) Low self-esteem and the need to lift
one's own ego by threatening someone else and making their life miserable, z) Fear of
losing control, 3) Distrust of others, 4) Insecurity in one's own abilities, 5)
Incompetence to manage or delegate.
https://www.skipprichard.com/com
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If you're the victim of a micromanager, determining the cause for the problem will
dictate your first step toward a solution. But assuming you can't decipher all the
micromanager's motives, any or all of the following actions can improve the situation:
r) Work to establish trust in the relationship. Keep your boss informed about your
plans, projects, delays, and any unusual actions.

z)

Make your boss look good in front of higher-ups. Never surprise a boss in a meeting

by bringing up things that you have not informed him/her of previously.

3;

sure your boss of specific check-back points on a project before moving ahead or

'1o11'--: making a

v

final decision so the boss feels there's a safety net without having to
loo
lok over your shoulder before you "go too far."

Tweet

abr
bout concrete deadlines, resources, and budgets when your boss delegates a

+

tol
o you-even when your boss "forgets" to mention such details.
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actions demonstrate good intentions, build trust, and suggest to a
Ian
naging boss how to delegate properly.
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ship is lifting a person's vision to higher
sights." -Peter Drucker

Coach versus critic: What's the difference and how do you help steer the
critic to be a coach?
A coach focuses on the positive path to the

goal-

increasing or improving your strengths to reach a goa1. A

critic focuses on weaknesses-where your efforts fall
short of the goal.
httpsJ/www.skipprichard.com/com
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The first step is to get critics to realize they need a new

mindset-that they're responsible to develop their
people, not just evaluate them. Sure, every person has to
take responsibility for their own career development and

job satisfaction. The Fairy Job Mother doesn't wave a
wand and place everyone in the ideal job so we all live
and work happrly ever after. But leaders, too, have to
realize the cost of recruiting, hiring, training, and

replacing their staffers.
Outstanding leaders realize that they're being paid to
p their people and turn them into productive performers. So both leader and
have

joint responsibility on the "coaching" assignment. Together, you

dentify strengths and make sure you're in

a

position to use your strengths.

on the specific goal and specific expectations for performance, and write
own the clear standards to measure success.
available to help you grow in the job and accomplish the
experts to answer questions, access to data, access to funds or

well? What do you need to change?

ur leader still hasn't learned to offer
encouragement).

.

Let your leader know you're interested in stretch assignments to gain experience
and deepen your expertise.

.

Celebrate your wins.

Gradually, somewhere along the way, your critic will understand that you are view him
or her as a coach and will respond accordingly. It's only natural that people support the

projects and people in which they've invested time and emotional energy.
https://www.skipprichard.com/communicat+like.a-leader/
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Promptly
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advice to respond promptly got my attention because it's something
nately advocate. would you share a bit more about this one?
age of tweets that can go around the world

I

in seconds, investors can dump your

n minutes when the court issues a verdict, when your CEO resigns, or when your

launches a missile. With a text or email, customers and suppliers can halt

a

nt equally fast.

a

tn
Share

uld any leader make a colleague or staffer sit "on hold" z-3 days wondering if
was a "9o," "no-go," or unread message? yet that's exactly what happens if a

a

ment leader has not put in place "standard Communication Practices" for the

routine response times. Is that within

B

hours? z4 hours? What topics can be handled

by text? What's acceptable for email? What situations should be handled by phone?
Face to face? How about what records should be retained? For how long? Standard.

happenings to be documented? All of these matters should be part of your "standard

Communication Practices" circulated to everyone.
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nothing unless you can turn it into
" -Con doleezza Rice

How is communication linked with executive presence?
These two ideas are closely intertwined. Executive presence involves how someone

^_'35

-ks (body language, dress, work space)
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(word choice, sentence patterns, vocal quality)
s (ability to express themselves clearly and persuasively under pressure)

ior, reputation).
mmunication-especially the character traits
compassion, approachability or aloofness,

leadership." -James Humes

Conduct a Successful Meeting
Let's turn to rneetings. What tips would you offer a new leader to increase
the likelihood that he/she conducts successful meetings?
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The two most essential things that leaders must do to conduct successful meetings is

put together a functional agenda and learn to facilitate a group of strong personalities,
leading them to analyze an issue and come to either a recommendation or a decision.
By functional agenda, I'm referring to one that's

laser focused on a question, not just a topic. The

topic agenda seriously obfuscates discussion and
wastes time. Likewise, the facilitator needs to

know how to guide a group through the various

1*:^^. of problem analysis and decision-making
35
sHAREs handling problem members such as

v
Tweet

f

tors or non-participants to get maximum
tnnput. That takes know-how.

It doesn't

by chance. If done well, it looks easy and

Share

choice-from venue, to duration, to an effective cancellation system@
Pin

utes to a successful meetings. Just like hearing an engaging presentation or
g a persuasive proposal, you know

ut of

a

it when you see it! You'll know it when you

productive meeting.
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are rather like cocktail parties. You don't
want to go, but you're cross not to be asked." -Jilly

Cooper

The Characteristics of a Strong Communicator
What are some of the characteristics of a strong communicator?
https://www.ski ppri chard.com/com m unicate-l i ke.a-l eader/
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Being a strong communicator is as much part of someone's "brand" as colors and logos
that represent an organizalion.You create your personal communication "brand,, 4ay
by day over time as you interact with your staff, colleagues, and executives within and
outside your organization.

Strong communicators

'

Tell the truth-a)ways, avoiding all forms of deception.

'

Listen for strategic opportunities and sidestep minefields.

,f,-5., :ad body language well.
oose precise

words-particularly for strategic

messages.

y attention to the emotional context and back-drop for their messages.

derstand the importance of timing.
ersuasion. They avoid letting ego and grand-

crease their influence

,

al and focused with
langu age." -Dianna Booher

their

:

To sum up, strong communicators increase their influence because they are intentional
and focused with their language. Their communication plays a key role in their overall
success as a leader.
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For more information: see

Be AWESOME! rf you want to up your game, here's how: sign

up-for FF.EE

to Les-dership Insights.
This article is copyrighted by Skip Prichard, republishing is not permitted. Please share, but don't repost

in

its entirety.
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: of Material Connection: I received one or more of the products or services rnentioned above for free in the hope that I
ntion it on my blog. Also, some of the links in the post above may be "affiliate links." This means if you click on the link
rase the item, I will receive an

affiliate commission. Regardless, I only recommend products or services I use personally
wiil add value to my readers. I am disclosing this in accordance with the Federal Tlade Commission's t6 CFR, Part 255:
loncerning the Use of Endorsements and Testimonials in Advertising."
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